




 The Philippine Civil Service Commission is the central

personnel agency of the government which is mandated by

the Constitution to establish a career service, adopt measures

to promote morale, efficiency, integrity, responsiveness and

courtesy in the civil service, strengthen the merit and rewards

system, integrate all human resources development programs

for all levels and ranks, and institutionalize a management

climate conducive to public accountability.

 The CSC is the adviser to the President in all personnel

matters in the government.



1. Merit Protection and Promotion

 Appointments in the Civil Service are based

on merit and fitness.

 Qualification standards are set to ensure that

appointees can efficiently performed assigned

tasks.



 Incentives and awards or schemes are

developed to enhance workers

productivity.

 The CSC also has adjudicative functions
and powers.



“Fighting corruption is like healing an 

infected wound that must be cleansed  

and disinfected constantly”.

-President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo



 The pursuit of good governance has been a

common aspiration of Filipinos since the

establishment of the independent Philippine

Republic.

 In our country’s Medium Term Philippine

Development Plan ( MTPB 2004-2010) was in

fact the first time in developmental planning in

the country where good governance is included

and spelled out.



 Anti corruption strategy focuses our three areas

of reforms.

1. Pro- active and preventive measures to

minimize opportunities for graft and

corruption and ensure that systems are

corruption resistant.

2. Reduction of red tape to reduce opportunities

for graft and corruption as well as to improve

service.



3. Enforcement of Anti- Corruption Laws and 

Other Mechanism.

 Conduct of lifestyle checks.

The Lifestyle Check Program was fully

initiated in 2003 to investigate and unmask high-

ranking government officials who are using their

positions to enrich themselves. The

implementation of the Lifestyle Check Program

has led to an unprecedented record of high

ranking government officials suspended,

changed in court or dismissed from the service.



4. Promotion of Zero- Tolerance for Corruption

and Values Formation among Government

Employees.

The concept aims to work hand in hand with

the private sector in the establishment of a

strong foundation for moral value formation and

positive work ethics in the bureaucracy. Ethics

training and value formation are also reinforced

by inculcating positive values to the youth.



With the core purpose of “Gawing Lingkod

Bayani ang Bawat Kawani”, bannered by the

core values of Love of God and Country,

Excellence and Integrity, the CSC shall be Asia’s

Leading Center of Excellence for Strategic

Human Resource and Organizational

Development by 2030.



The ongoing Report Card Survey as

mandated in Republic Act 9485 or the Anti- Red

Tape Act of 2007 shall serve as the barometer of

where the past efforts of the government in

providing responsive, accessible, and efficient

public service has been going and its concrete

results which will be shown by the results of this

survey. The RCS, or the Report Card System is

an evaluation tool which may be linked with the

other programs of Civil Service Commission in

promoting merit and ethics in the government.



THANK  

YOU!!


